HOWDY

Artist: Groove Grass Boyz  
Level: Intermediate  
Choreo: Darolyn Pchajek
CD: Groove Grass 101  
darolyn@daretoclog.com (204) 256-3662
* Music cut at the 3 minute, 20 second mark for length *

2 or 4 rows should be formed (for the ending)

Wait 2 “Howdy’s”

INTRO
Rocking Chair (1/2 turn left) (Do a nice big wave saying “howdy” to everyone!!)
Fancy Double
REPEAT TO FACE FRONT

PART A
High Horse
Cowboy (1/2 turn left)
REPEAT TO FACE FRONT

PART B
MJ Turn (1/2 turn right)
- DS   DS   R   Heel (pivot)   S   RS   DS   RS   Br
  L   R   L   R   L   RL   R   LR   L
2 Crossover Rockbacks
- DS   DT (xif)   DT (ux)   RS   DS   DT (xif)   DT (ux)   RS
  L   R   R   RL   R   L   L   LR
REPEAT TO FACE FRONT

BUILD
2 Ohios
- DS   RS   R   Heel/Flap   Step   DT   DS   DT   HeelUp   DS   RS   R   Heel/Flap   Step   DT   DS   DT   HeelUp
  L   RL   R   L   R   L   R   R   R   LR   L   R   R   L   L

CHORUS
Slur Brush (1/4 turn left)
Double Up Chug
- DT   DS   RS   Chug
  R   R   LR   L
REPEAT 3 MORE TIMES TO MAKE BOX

INTRO
Rocking Chair (1/2 turn left), Fancy Double – REPEAT TO FACE FRONT

PART B*
MJ Turn (1/2 turn right), 2 Cross-over Rockbacks, MJ Turn (1/2 turn right)

BUILD 2
2 Hardsteps

CHORUS
Slur Brush (1/4 turn left), Double Up Chug – REPEAT 3 MORE TIMES TO MAKE BOX

...... Cont. on Next Page
PART C

Birmingham

- S _ DS(xif) _ S _ DS(ux) _ S _ S/SL _ DS _ DS _ RS
  L _ R _ L _ R _ L/R _ L _ R _ LR

2 Kicks (1/2 turn left)
Fancy Double

*REPEAT 2 MORE TIMES, BUT ONLY DO A ¼ TURN ON THE KICKS*

PART D

Blue Moon

- DS(xib) _ RS _ KICK(xif) _ KICK(ux) _ DS(xib) _ RS _ HEEL(wt) _ SNAP _ RS
  L _ RL _ R _ R _ R _ LR _ L _ L _ RL

Hillbilly Turn (1/4 turn right)
Walk the Dog

*REPEAT 3 MORE TIMES TO MAKE BOX*

ENDING

High Horse
Slap Leather

- STEP _ KICK(xif) _ STEP _ KICK(xib) _ STEP _ RS
  L _ R _ R _ L _ L _ RL

Stomp Double (1/2 turn right) -- 1st & 3rd rows only

- *Rows 1 & 2 should now be facing each other as should Rows 3 & 4*

2 Hillbillies
2 Basics (forward) -- Rows 1 & 2 will be changing places, as will Rows 3 & 4
Fancy Double (1/2 turn left)

*REPEAT 1 MORE TIME TAKING INTO ACCOUNT WHICH ROW YOU’RE NOW IN.*

SEQUENCE: Intro, A, B, Build, Chorus, Intro, B*, Build 2, Chorus, C, D, Ending